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Could You Benefit From an International Business Etiquette Course?

 Should a woman order for her male guest at a restaurant? What if he is her client?
 When is tea meant for dipping your fingers and belching a sign of appreciation?
 Hands, to shake or not? And just how firmly?
 Social versus Professional greetings. Is it “Mrs”, Miss” or “Ms”?
 “Best Regards” versus “Yours Sincerely”. When to use which and why?
 When could offering vinaigrette salad dressing be considered offensive?
 What colours and shapes best define professionalism in clothing?

The Executive Finishing School answers all of the above questions…and numerous
others. In two days you can change the course of your professional journey by mastering
the social skills necessary to take you from surviving in the workplace, to thriving in the
work place…around the world!

As we appreciate time is valuable, this programme has been designed to be either a one
or two-day experience.

Friday – Styled For Success and International Business Success
Saturday – The Polished Professional

Previous client review: “Having recently been promoted to the head of a large team in an international
bank I quickly realised that my success in the role was heavily influenced by building successful relationships.
Working within a global company involves interacting with many different cultures and the do’s and don’ts in
London do not necessarily apply in Paris or Brussels. The three business etiquette courses I attended at
Minding Manners has given me the confidence to successfully navigate these cultures within the organisation.
Tamiko offers practical solutions and I would highly recommend these courses for any professional wanting to
polish their people skills and gain an edge in a very competitive market.”

- DRM, Executive at BNP Paribas

The Executive Finishing School
International Business Etiquette, Executive Dining, Successful Image & Style

and Cross-Cultural Business Relations

Presented by
The Minding Manners International Team of Certified Subject Experts

Friday 1st June and Saturday 2nd June 2018

In partnership with the

International Etiquette & Protocol Academy of London
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International Business Success

Could You Benefit From a Cross Cultural Etiquette Course?

 Do you work in a capital city such as London, Moscow, Dubai, NY or Hong Kong?
 Do you have clients or colleagues from, or in, other countries?
 Do you communicate with international clients or colleagues by email or telephone?
 Do you travel for your job or receive international visitors?

The homogeneous team is a thing of the past in most international organisations. If you
answered “yes” to one or more of the above, then this workshop is essential!

The demands placed upon today’s professionals surpass any experienced in the past. The
sophisticated professional must know how to distinguish himself or herself from the
competition, develop and maintain business, project a positive and respectful image,
project confidence and authority and build teamwork in a multicultural environment.

To be competent and competitive in the global arena, effective cross-cultural
communication is vital. The Minding Manners “International Business Success”
module is a half-day workshop packed with tips, tactics and interactive activities to
broaden your cultural awareness, helping you communicate across cultural boundaries in
order to project your best self – every time, in every environment.

You will learn how to promote clear lines of communication and develop more
effective relationships by:

 Better managing perceptions and misperceptions
 Broadening your global awareness
 Understanding global business customs and terminology
 Creating low-context and high-context bridging strategies
 Mastering international conversation skills
 Learning how to build teamwork in an international environment

International cultural understanding is not only beneficial in the development of your
career, but it also contributes to your overall social success by building stronger
interpersonal skills, awareness, confidence and self analysis for the benefit of all your
relationships.

Day 1
International Business Success - Broadening Your Global Awareness

Styled For Success - International Executive Image
10.00am – 4.30pm
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Styled For Success
When success is your target, do not let your image get in the way. You are the
message! Make sure that message speaks loud and clear about who you are (or who
you would like to become).

The Minding Manners Executive & Professional Image Workshop “Styled For
Success” will help you create a successful international business image that propels
your career to top, irrespective of the industry and regardless of the corporate dress-
code.

You will discover the nuances and characteristics of a well-dressed professional by
increasing your knowledge of:

 Appropriate formal business looks and attire
 The four levels of “business casual”
 Characteristics and fabrics for formal business suits
 How to say “I am a leader” when the dress code is casual
 Looks to avoid in business
 Masculine and feminine accessories and grooming
 Business wardrobe plans for all seasons
 Constructing a capsule wardrobe
 Packing for business trips
 Other business related dress codes

Plus, you will receive advice on how to identify your bodyline by better understanding:

 Concepts of body line for men and women
 The geometry of face and body shapes
 Clothing lines for the business environment
 Matching clothing and bodylines and ensuring proper fit

And to wrap it all up in the perfect professional package, you will discover how to
understand the basics of colours; what they say in business and how to use them in your
personal business attire.

A two-course lunch is included, whereby you will have one hour to dine, relax and
network with other programme delegates.

Investment: £340 (plus VAT) as part of a group session. £1,345 (plus VAT) one-to-one
Location: The Bailey’s Hotel (Millennium Group), London SW7
Date: Saturday 2nd June 2018
Time: 9.30am – 4.30pm (one-to-one sessions are held at your convenience)

Note: For a full International Business Makeover, this course is offered in conjunction
with The Polished Professional, which is offered on Saturday.
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The Polished Professional is not your mother’s etiquette! If you want to leverage
yourself for the success you deserve in both your personal and professional life, join
us for this one-day intensive workshop and discover how to master the new codes of
contemporary business and social etiquette both at home and abroad.  Polish is a
learned skill, not a birth right, and when it is properly honed, will propel you to success in
the business, social and personal arenas.

It has been proven time and time again to be a determining factor between who gets
ahead, and who gets left behind:

The Polished Professional has been designed to enable you to master these all-
important “soft skills” that will catapult you to a higher level in your personal and
professional lives. You will benefit from an international, unsurpassed level of savoir-faire
through an understanding of how to best combine the new codes of behaviour to position
yourself as credible, knowledgeable, cultured and authoritative; thereby making a
positive first and lasting impression every time.

- THE POLISHED PROFESSIONAL IS -

A unique and comprehensive one-day hands-on workshop covering:

 International Business Etiquette vs. Social Etiquette
 International Business Dining (formal and informal)
 Client Entertaining
 Networking and Socialising with Cultural Sensitivity
 International Body Language
 The Art of Electronic Communication

Technical skills and knowledge account for 15% of the reason you get a job, keep a
job and advance in a job. 85% of your job success is connected to your people
skills.
- Research conducted by Harvard University, The Carnegie Foundation and The
Stanford Research Institute

Numerous studies indicate that 55% of personal judgments are made based on
a person’s appearance and manners, 7% on his or her speech and 35% on his or
her voice.

© Minding Manners

Day 2
The Polished Professional

International Business Etiquette, Networking & Executive Dining
9.30am – 4.30pm
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From the boardroom to the dining room, you will gain the competitive edge in business
and social relationships for success in the UK and abroad.

Because the “how” is equally as important as the why”, this innovative programme will
allow you to uncover the mind-set behind the codes, as well as participate through
hands-on practical exercises to learn by doing. And because what is proper in one
country may be fiercely taboo in another, you will master the art of projecting cultural
awareness at home and abroad; from the UK to the USA, across Europe to Asia or the
Middle East to Africa and everywhere in between.

The programme takes place in the European business capital of London, England
allowing international participants the opportunity to discover, or rediscover, one of the
most intriguing, entertaining, culturally diverse metropolitan areas of the world.

- WHAT PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS ARE SAYING –

"Very insightful course with must-know content for all those who are keen to develop the essential to success
soft-skills. After completing this course I personally feel that I now have the capabilities to adhere to
appropriate etiquette in any circumstances."

- MM, Executive at Google

"The training increased my self-confidence in various situations: introductions & greetings, dining and how to
interact in a business environment."

- AB, Master's student at London School of Economics

“I had a wonderful experience here and learned so many things that that I hadn't known before. The
instructors and support staff were of the highest caliber and are experts at their field. My classmates came from
all walks of life and from all over the world, sharing their stories and experiences with all who attended and
enriched this course all the much more. Thank you so much!”

- MH, Entrepreneur
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- PROGRAMME OVERVIEW -

Business etiquette topics include:
 Greetings and silent signals in Europe and abroad
 Introductions and forms of address
 Handshakes and their meaning
 How to maximise networking events
 Listening skills
 Conversation skills
 Speech and Public speaking
 Body language, Gestures & Eye signals
 Business card protocol
 Electronic communications
 Dining & Entertaining VIP clients
 Developing rapport and relationships with small talk
 Professional presence
 Wine ordering etiquette
 Interview techniques

Social etiquette topics include:
 International styles of dining (British, Continental, French and American)

three-course tutorial lunch included
 Social greetings versus Business greetings
 Precedence in seating
 Manoeuvring difficult-to-eat foods
 Table conversation
 Extending and receiving invitations
 Deportment: Beyond posture to poise

You will become aware of:
 The conscious and subconscious interactions of the first impression;
 Factors that make people like you or leave you;
 What your handshake reveals about you;
 The difference between having ‘Good Posture’ and having ‘Presence’;
 What people notice about you first;
 How to open more doors and close more deals!

Investment: £420 (plus VAT) as part of a group session. £1,390 (plus VAT) one-to-one
Location: The Bailey’s Hotel (Millennium Group), London SW7
Date: Saturday 2nd June 2018
Time: 9.30am – 4.30pm (one-to-one sessions are held at your convenience)

Note: For a full International Business Makeover, this course is offered in conjunction
with International Business Success (Cross Cultural Awareness) and Styled For
Success (Executive Image), which are both offered on the Friday preceding The
Polished Professional.

(For the Train-The-Trainer Certification, please request the separate brochure.)

© Minding Manners

Minding Manners International Ltd is registered in England and Wales.
Registered Address: 111 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW1W 0SR, UK

TELEPHONE: +44(0)20 7584 9805 * WWW.MINDINGMANNERS.COM
Company Number: 09495846. VAT Number: GB247811789
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– ABOUT YOUR PRESENTERS –

Ms Tamiko Zablith is a Certified International Etiquette and Protocol
Consultant with a M.A. (Honours) in Protocol, Diplomacy and Cross-Cultural
Relations. She is the Founder and Lead Consultant of Minding Manners
International and a principle consultant for the International Etiquette &
Protocol Academy of London.

Capitalising on a long international business career travelling and working
with clients from more than 100 countries, Tamiko also has international
certifications in Corporate Etiquette and International Protocol, credentials from the
exclusive Swiss Finishing School Institut Villa Pierrefeu, as well as recognition in UN Protocol
from the United Nations Institute for Training and Research. She was formally trained at
Finishing School in Beverly Hills and later in international etiquette in Paris, Geneva, London,
Brussels, Washington DC and Shanghai - bringing 25 years of international etiquette
experience to her delegates.

Having lived in Paris for ten years, Tamiko became recognised in France as Madame Bonnes
Manières and the national reference for contemporary international etiquette. In England, her
etiquette programmes earned a place on British Vogue’s Vogue List. Additionally, she was
recognised in 2011 at Buckingham Palace by CNN as an International Etiquette Expert and was
recently selected in 2012 to volunteer at Kensington Palace/Historic Royal Palaces. Her unique
training and experience bring the most credible first-hand expertise, along with a unique,
diverse perspective assuring you the most international, credible and compelling business
etiquette training available.

Ms Christine Pearce is a Certified British Etiquette Specialist and
Executive Image Coach. With more than 25 years of experience in
worldwide culture, Christine was born and raised in England with a very
traditional English upbringing, including the attendance of a formal
Grammar School of exacting standards. Her time spent working in
London’s financial arena, as well as her time spent living abroad in the
Middle East, all contribute to her well-rounded approach and
understanding of the importance of cultural integrity and diplomacy in
today’s global business world.

Christine has organised and attended an extensive array of corporate and society events,
including exclusive white tie occasions, and was recognised by France Television as the
‘Everything English’ expert for the 2012 Olympics. Accordingly her first-hand knowledge of
British business etiquette and lifestyle is invaluable. She utilises her experience to bring you
the finer details of business networking with the utmost of polish, sophistication and
professional flair.

Copyright © Minding Manners International Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Dr Stéphane Méry is an expert in global business development,
investment and venture capital. An MBA graduate from the French
Grande École INSEAD and a Non-Executive Director on a variety of
corporate Boards across Europe and North America, he brings to our
business etiquette delegates his specialist skills in international business,
networking and negotiation.

Ms Magdalena Nowaczek is a Certified International Business Etiquette
and Diplomatic Protocol Consultant. She holds credentials from the
‘European Academy of Diplomacy’ and the ‘United Nations Institute of
Training and Research’, as well as dual M.A.’s in International Relations and
American Studies.

As Minding Manners International trains to the highest level, Magdalena
works with delegates to ensure that knowledge of various components extend across levels
of formality, including into the highest echelons of business etiquette - particularly
precedence.

- SAMPLE OF INTERNATIONAL PRESS COVERAGE -
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– SAMPLEOF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CLIENTS –

Our clients include executives of Fortune 500 companies, European Aristocracy, members of
Middle Eastern Royal Families, various African and Asian Embassies and both private and
public institutions including luxury corporations, IT firms, financial institutions, government
agencies, modelling agencies, business schools and educational facilities. This general public
programme includes numerous topics as presented to our individual and corporate clients, of
which the following is a sample listing:
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First Name _________________________________________________________________

Last Name __________________________________________________________________

Nationality ________________________________________   Age  __________________

Mailing Address____________________________________________________________

Mailing Address ___________________________________________________________

Country ________________________________ Postal Code ______________________

Telephone__________________________________________________________________

Email Address _________________________________________________________________________________________

Company, School or Association _____________________________________________________________________

Career Industry or Volunteer Field __________________________________________________________________

Person to contact in case of an emergency___________________________________________________________

REGISTRATION FORM

The Executive Finishing School
‘Styled For Success’, ‘International Business Success’ and ‘The Polished Professional’

Friday 1st and Saturday 2nd June 2018

PHOTO

Business Etiquette Programmes & Investments  Tic the selection of your choice.

Day 1 -

Executive Image ‘Styled For Success’  Friday 1st June £265
and International Business Success

Day 1 -

The Polished Professional  Saturday 2nd June £345

Both Days -  Friday 1st & Saturday 2nd June £580

Special room rates have been reserved at The Bailey’s Hotel for programme delegates.
Please let us know if you are interested in this option.

  Plus VAT of 20% ____________  TOTAL ________________________

In partnership with the

International Etiquette & Protocol Academy of London
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Registration Form – The Executive Finishing School 2018
International Business Success, Styled For Success and The Polished Professional
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

VAT 20%
£580 plus VAT = £696.00, £345 plus VAT = £414.00, £265 plus VAT = £318.00

Total of Payment _____________________ (in GBP)

Method of Payment

Upon receipt of the completed Registration Form, an invoice will be forwarded to enable
payment to be made either via bank transfer or credit/debit card via PayPal.

I agree to Minding Manners International Ltd.’s full Terms and Conditions as found at www.mindingmanners.com. I also
accept that this programme is for self-enhancement only. Accordingly, reproduction of the materials provided is strictly
reserved for those who participate in the Train-The-Trainer programme and receive relevant training and certification.  I
understand that audio recording and video recording are both prohibited. I also understand that payment is non -refundable;
however should an urgent matter arise, I may defer my participation to another programme and date.

 I agree Signature ________________________________________________________

Dietary Restrictions  Yes (Please list below)  No

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you attended any other etiquette programmes? If yes, please list.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In which of the course topics are you most interested?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did you hear about us? ________________________________________________________________________

Registration priority is based on the order in which Registration Form & Payment are
received. This Registration Form requires a signature, accordingly, please sign, scan and
return it to Christine Pearce via email on cpearce@mindingmanners.com or post to Minding
Manners International at the address below. Please note that upon receipt of payment you
will receive a Confirmation of Receipt. A further Welcome Letter, along with the final
Programme details will be sent four weeks prior to the training. We look forward to
welcoming you!

Office Use Only: Registration received ____________________Payment received ____________________

Minding Manners International Ltd is registered in England and Wales.
Registered Address: 111 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW1W 0SR, UK

TELEPHONE: +44(0)20 7584 9805 * WWW.MINDINGMANNERS.COM
Company Number: 09495846. VAT Number: GB247811789


